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“This is the best hiring process 
I’ve ever been through!”

Even - and especially -
if they don’t get hired



THEIR win         is OUR win

So bring out            the best in them 
and help                  them get that job



Candidate experience: 
why should you care?

Meet John!



STEP 1: Understand your EVP

What makes you unique? 
What really matters in a candidate?
What kind of human being are you trying to hire?

Ask.
Brainstorm.

Take note.
Prioritize.

What’s at the CORE
of who you are

as an organization?



STEP 2: Know the key pain points of your candidate experience

Map your candidate 
experience from  
awareness to hire.
Pinpoint the key stress 
moments when candidates 
would be most nervous, 
unsure or uncomfortable.



STEP 3: Turn those pain points into touch points to WOW



STEP 4: Care. Commit. Be there and let them know that.

WE ACKNOWLEDGE YOU
We will personally read and respond to every application, whether you are selected for next steps or not

WE RESPECT YOUR TIME 
We will do our best to review applications quickly and consistently follow up in a timely manner

WE ARE HONEST WITH YOU
We will handle our interactions and answer your questions in a direct and transparent way

WE ARE ON YOUR SIDE
We will coach and support you through your entire recruitment process since your success is our success

WE WILL HELP YOU GROW
We will share feedback if you ask; regardless of the outcome, we hope this is a valuable experience for you

WE VALUE YOU
We welcome your feedback and will take your suggestions to heart so that we can continue to grow too



STEP 5: Repeat. Again and again. Every time. With everyone.

Go above and beyond for 
every candidate. One 
dissatisfied voice is 

louder than ten satisfied 
voices.

This is a numbers game. 
The more good reviews, 
the more interest you 

receive from 
candidates.

Train your team.
Everyone involved in 

hiring must be able to 
provide the same 

amazing experience.



1. Understand your EVP
2. Know the pain points
3. Turn into wow moments
4. Commit and let them know
5. Repeat again and again



Tips, tricks, and tools of the trade

AUTOMATE EMAILS.
Auto-replies
Resources

Tips
Pre-int Q&A

Post-int follow up

MEASURE.
Applied by source
Hired by source

Referrals
Success rate
New hire NPS
Employee NPS HAVE A GOOD ATS.

Standardize process
Hiring flow

Automate emails
Interview forms

Screening questions
Reminders

SAVE MONEY.
Look for startups
Be a guinea pig

Trade for feedback
Freemium models

ALTERNATE 
COMMUNICATION 

CHANNELS.
SMS

Whatsapp
Video vs Phone
Audio messages
Make it personal



Tips, tricks, and tools of the trade

INTERVIEW PAIRS 
Pre-built questions 

Individual 
feedback

Scoring tools
Bias cancelling
Training for all

FILTERING TESTS
Screening questions

Google Forms 
Existing projects

Quick work exercises

SCHEDULING & 
REMINDER TOOLS 

Calendly 
Trello

Set due dates
Follow-up Fridays

MAKE NOTES
Remember what 
you talked about, 

continue the 
conversation, get 
everyone in the 

loop. SHARE INFO
Resources

Tips
Inside scoop

Linkedin profiles
Salary

Feedback



So what is your 

ONE 
ACTION?



5 steps to an incredible
candidate experience

THANK YOU!


